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The NWP 2020 Impact Grant to SafeNest
significantly expands services
Within weeks of Project Safe 417 (PS417) expansion, service grows from
30 calls per month to over 500
NWP members voted last year
to award a $500,000 grant to help
SafeNest expand Project Safe 417
(PS417), a collaboration with the Las
Vegas Metropolitan Police Department (LVMPD) designed to support
victims on-site immediately following
a domestic violence incident.
The expansion to 24-hr per day,
7-days per week service to 10 area
LVMPD area command centers,
included a new dispatch software
and a smartphone app, that provided
faster response times and increased
safety for PS417 first responder
advocates. Thanks to the expansion, SafeNest has been able to significantly increase immediate support to victims, assisting an average of 30 calls per month to more than 500 calls per
month for a PS417 advocate.
While NWP members learned so much about SafeNest throughout the grant cycle process,
we thought it would be timely to provide tips to help those you know who may be silently
suffering. 1 in 4 women and 1 in 7 men in our community are affected by intimate partner
See SafeNest Page 3.

New DigiMart Brings Hope to Boulder Highway
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By Nazanin Ford
The sign is up on the building and
construction is complete!
The year 2021 is already looking brighter
for the food-insecure members of our

community. Thanks to the joint efforts
of Lutheran Social Services and Nevada
Hand, the vision of the expanded Nevada
See DigiMart Page 2.
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Nevada Women’s Philanthropy (NWP) is a member-driven, pooled-fund, large
impact grant-making organization established in 2005 to address the needs of the
greater Las Vegas community. NWP’s membership consists of philanthropically
motivated women, united by a powerful desire to address emerging issues facing our
community in the areas of arts, education, environment, social services, and health.
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From the President, Sara Costello
Resiliency, strength, compassion,
support and creativeness are the
words that come to mind as I reflect
back on the past year. The heartfelt
compassion that I have witnessed for
each other and for our community
is awe-inspiring. The support and
kindness that we have given to our
friends, family, neighbors and those
we barely know is magnificent. The
Southern Nevada community, time
and time again, shows its resiliency
and strength, which I believe is a
testament to those who call it home
and their desire for making it a better
place to live. All of us have had to get
creative this year, whether it is family
related, work related or just living our
daily lives. This is especially true in
terms of our nonprofit community.
It is an understatement to say they
have had to pivot or re-evaluate how
they provide services. The work they
do has always been challenging, yet
extremely rewarding, but especially this
year. I have faith and confidence in our
community and in each other that we
will prevail and we will get through this
with resiliency, strength, compassion,
support and creativeness.
Despite the challenges of the
pandemic, I am so proud of our NWP
fortitude that the mission of NWP
continued for the 2019-2020 grant
cycle, with us granting our largest
Impact Grant to date of $500,000 to

SafeNest. This grant allowed SafeNest
to significantly expand their Project
Safe 417 program, a collaboration
with the Las Vegas Metro Police
Department, with city-wide coverage
and extended hours. The need for this
project was even more significant
given the lock-downs and the increase
in domestic violence cases. We are so
proud to include SafeNest in our NWP
family and we are confident they will
provide the much-needed services
to our community. In addition to the
Impact Grant, we funded the Founders
Gift of $30,000 which went to Three
Square, another agency significantly
impacted in the past year.
We are now officially into the
2020-2021 grant cycle, with the
Outreach function fulfilled and 26

DigiMart from page 1.
Women’s Philanthropy DigiMart is coming to fruition, despite
the hurdles presented since construction began in early 2020.
The final touches—a walk-in cooler and custom freezer, made
possible through a collaboration with Three Square—are currently
being put into place. The LSSN team expects the NWP DigiMart
will be fully functioning in January and a hybrid virtual ribbon
cutting is currently being planned.
“We feel truly blessed to have our beautiful, expanded
DigiMart at such a critical time in our community. With more
space, shelving, and new walk-in coolers and freezers soon
to be installed, we know the DigiMart expansion will help us
continue to meet the growing need for food and resources
that COVID-19 has created in our community,” said LSSN
Executive Director Armena Mkhitaryan.
Even without a fully operational DigiMart, services
continued during the pandemic when community members
needed them most. Shortly following the March 5, 2020
groundbreaking, LSSN clients found themselves facing more
uncertainty and hardship than ever. LSSN went from serving
350 families a month to serving over that number weekly.
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grant applications moving forward
to the Grant Screening Committee. It
is exciting that the pool of applicants
includes agencies that are familiar to
us, as well as, a few agencies that have
never applied for our grant. The Grant
Screening Committee will have another
difficult job of narrowing down the field
to bring two finalists to the membership
at large for the Annual Grant Hearing on
April 27th. I look forward to the Grant
Screening Committee’s thoughtful
conversations over the next couple of
months discussing these agencies and
their projects.
In closing, I want to express my
deepest gratitude to all of you- for
believing in the mission of NWP, for
wanting to be a part of the pooledstructure and mindfulness of strategic
giving, all with the result of making a
large impact in our community. We
definitely are stronger together than
individually, and I want to emphasis
how important your contribution to
NWP is, not just financially, but also
your voice and dedication to the
various committees. Thank you for
your passion for philanthropy and to
each other, the NWP family.
With my gratitude,
Sara Costello
NWP President 2019-2021

“I was referred to Lutheran Social Services to receive assistance
and I have appreciated how I have been treated as a person, not a
number,” said former social services worker, Margaret.
Making a quick pivot to reshape how they delivered
services, volunteers and staff served clients in the parking
lot as construction carried on.
Since the stay-at-home orders mandated in March, the
COVID-19 Emergency DigiMart Distributions have served
over 10,000 families and 45,000 individuals with emergency
boxes of food. That amounts to a 400% increase overnight.
In September and October alone, DigiMart distributions have
served over 2,000 families and 7,800 individuals.
In 2019, members voted to invest the $490,000 NWP
Impact Grant in an expansion of Lutheran Social Services
of Nevada’s DigiMart. The grant allowed the design and
construction of a new Nevada Women’s Philanthropy
DigiMart, branded transportation, and additional expanded
client services.
For more information, please contact Director of Community
Outreach Lisa Riggleman at lriggleman@lssnv.org.

SafeNest from page 1.
violence. SafeNest has provided a list of potential signs of intimate partner
violence and ways the organization can assist victims:
• Hiding bruises
• Making excuses or frequently canceling plans
• Having little money available
• Needing permission from their partner
• Referring to their partner’s temper
SafeNest can help in so many ways. They can help victims recognize abuse
and determine ways to set safe boundaries. SafeNest can also help create
a safety plan and provide legal and therapeutic counseling resources that
available in our community.
For a complete list of available resources, please visit www.safenest.org.
If you or someone you know needs help, please call the SafeNest 24/7 confidential hotline: 702-646-4981.

Left to right NWP Grant Screening then and now.
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NWP Grants

Exciting News from the NWP
Endowment Fund
By Ruth McCluer, Investment Committee Chair
Two years ago, our forward-thinking leadership created the
NWP Endowment Fund. The purpose of the fund is to ensure
NWP’s commitment to the community in granting a large
Impact Grant each year in the amount of $500,000. With the
establishment of the fund, we can extend this commitment in
good times and bad, which is the time when nonprofit agencies
need grant dollars the most.
I’m thrilled to announce that since its inception, the fund has
already grown to more than $190,000. This amazing growth is
due to gifts of all sizes from both members and non-members.
There are numerous ways to contribute to this tax-deductible
Fund. A memorial gift, a gift in honor of someone, through estate
planning, a gift of stocks or just sending a little extra each year
with your annual payment.
Let’s continue to build on our fabulous success growing the fund and
ensure the sustainability of NWP’s important mission for the future.
Please don’t hesitate to contact me, endowment@nwpsnv.org, if you
have questions or would like to make a donation to the fund.

Treasurer’s Report (As of Jan., 2021) By Rebecca MacDonald
WHAT WE HAVE

AMOUNT COLLECTED

AMOUNT PAID TO DATE

2021 Account

$405,003.77

2020 Account

$500,000.00

$208,030.00 to SafeNest

2019 Account

$490,000.00

$492,681.25 to LSSN

		
2018 Account
$465,000.00
$470,088.00 to Future
		Smiles

ENDOWMENT FUND
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$191,854.00

2020 - SafeNest was awarded
$500,000 to expand its ProjectSafe 417
collaboration with LVMPD to expand
on-call services to police who respond
to domestic violence emergency calls.
Three Square received the $30,00 NWP
Founders Gift.
2019 - Lutheran Social Services of
Nevada received $490,000 to expand its
DigiMartTM fresh food pantry services.
Bridge Counseling received the $30,000
NWP Founders Gift.
2018 - Future Smiles received $465,000
to create the NWP Dental Wellness
Center. The Blind Center was awarded
the $30,000 NWP Founders Gift.
2017 - U.S. VETS - Las Vegas received
$405,000 to improve security and
add support staff. The $30,000 NWP
Founders Gift was awarded to Shade
Tree Shelter Las Vegas.
2016 — HELP of Southern Nevada
received a $385,000 grant to furnish the
Shannon West Youth Center. Three Square
received the $30,000 Founders’ Gift.
2015 — WestCare Nevada received a
$350,000 impact grant to rehabilitate an
aging building that houses women and
children. Future Smiles was the $30,000
NWP Founders’ Gift recipient.
2014 — Communities In Schools was
awarded $350,000 to purchase 240
laptops. The $30,000 NWP Founders’ Gift
was awarded to Touro University.
2013 — Nevada Partnership for Homeless
Youth (NPHY) received a $350,000 NWP
Impact Grant. The Founders’ Gift was
awarded to New Vista Ranch.
2012 — Goodwill of Southern
Nevada received a $350,000 grant to create
the NWP Veteran Integration Program
(VIP). Helping Hands of Vegas Valley and
James Seastrand Helping Hands were
awarded the $30,000 Founders’ Gift.
2011 — Salvation Army was awarded
$325,000 to rehabilitate its emergency
overnight shelter. Community Counseling
Center of Southern NV received a $30,000
Founders’ Gift.
2010 — Rape Crisis Center was
awarded $350,000 to open “NWP Signs
of Hope.” Lied Discovery Children’s
Museum received a $30,000 Founders’ Gift.
2009 — Legal Aid Center of Southern
Nevada was awarded $325,000. Three
Square received a $50,000 Founders’ Gift.

